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Your global  
Sustainability
partner.
Change the world, one meal
at a time.

Get paid to offset your carbon footprint.
Choose GiftTrees rapid integration and have a GiftTree 
Forest established in your restaurant’s name! Your diners will 
automatically have the option to offset the environmental 
impact of their visit by planting a GiftTree in your forest. 

Every single GiftTree planted by your diners provides some 
of the planet’s poorest communities with a route out of 
poverty, giving them life-giving fruit to both eat and trade. 
The best part? You’ll be financially rewarded for every tree 
your restaurant plants!

Eliminate your operations carbon footprint, repair 
ecosystems, reduce CO2 emissions, create food and develop 
opportunities for the areas of the world that need it most with 
Tevalis and GiftTrees. 

£1.23 option 
automatically 
added to the 

Tevalis EPOS on 
every bill over 

£20.

Get paid 
to save the 

environment, 
and change 

lives.

Get nominated 
for sustainability  
awards such as 

the Green Apple 
Award.

Our Diners love 
GiftTrees as they 
can choose their 

tree: it makes 
them feel part of 

the solution. 

- The Blind Bull
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Seamlessly connect your EPOS technology.
Tevalis has partnered with GiftTrees to help reduce the environmental impact of hospitality: our objective 
is to help plant 1 billion GiftTrees by 2030! Our On-Premise hardware and cloud-based management tools 
seamlessly integrate with GiftTrees so your business can effortlessly join this enriching movement.

Over 3 million trees  have already been planted in over 17 different developing countries improving education, 
biodiversity, CO2 emissions, providing food and work for many.

When we realised that 
Tevalis was partnering 
with GiftTrees, it was  
great as it means we 

have similar mindsets. 
Our administration isn’t 

effected, and it’s also 
very easy for our teams 

in the business.”
- Fazenda

“

Fazenda first joined the Tevalis customer community back in 2017, since then they have been benefitting 
from an inter-connected EPOS system that has allowed them to grow to a multi-site level. Like us, Fazenda 
believes in giving back, that’s why Fazenda has chosen to integrate their EPOS technology with GiftTrees, 
meaning after every mouth-watering  authentic gaucho meat, their GiftTree forest will grow, giving those 
communities in need a life-giving tree.
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Watch the Fazenda 
Case Study

Receive free marketing 
materials to showcase 

your CSR efforts.

A zero-cost way to 
demonstrate your social 

and environmental 
purpose.

Improved customer 
satisfaction, and 

make a real difference 
to the lives of many.


